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"WHO ARE YOU?
ARE YOU A LITTLE
BOY? A GIRL?"

"A GAMER."

On a class trip to o˜ er gifts to Paayehnsag, the secretive
yet clever water spirits that protect the land, Aimée
accidentally wanders o˜ from the rest of the group.
Suddenly, they are transported down the rabbit
hole to an alternate dimension where the land is
being taken over by a greedy queen and where even
more dangerous adversaries dwell in the dark waters.
Working with Trickster, Aimée must overcome
their self-doubt to save the land—but can they
do it before Aimée’s chances of returning
home are lost?

US $19.99 / CDN $23.99
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Also available as an e-book.

RABBIT CHASE

"OH, YOU PLAY
GAMES DO YOU?
I DO SO LOVE GAMES.
WHY DON’T WE
PLAY A GAME?"
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Rabbit Chase was written with gratitude to Shannon
Martin for her part in restoring gatherings at the
Sanilac Petroglyphs. For my grandparents, who have
seen the damage done to the petroglyphs and hold
onto memories of when they felt comfort walking
there together. For my mama, who filled me up with
love. For my children, who carry on hope in their very
being, expressing themselves as they are.
—E. L.
All of the author’s earnings are donated to the
Sanilac Petroglyphs for their protection and recognition.

To my friends and family who believed in me and my
passions. And to the youth reading this today; know
that I believe in you too.
—K.C. O.
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TRANSLATIONS
aambe – come on, come here
Aaniish go naa aapji?! – Jeez! / What in the world?! / What on earth?!
baashknjibgwaan – trillium
Baamaapii ka waamin – See you later
Boozhoo – Greetings!
deminan – strawberries
ehn – yes
Jiibayaabooz (Jee-bye-ah-bows) – one of the Trickster brothers. He guides
those who have passed on home along the Path of Spirits, the Milky Way.
makade-aaboo – coffee (black water)
miigwech – thanks, thank you
miinan – blueberries
minwaa – and/also
mnoomin – wild rice
mskwaabik – copper (red metal)
Nanaboozhoo (Na-na-bow-zhoo) – the best known of the Trickster
brothers. He often gets into trouble of his own making.
Nbagminaandam – I am becoming hungry.
Ngiisaadendam – I am sorry. / I feel regret. / I am sad.
niikaane – my older brother
Paayehnsag – Little People, water spirits, rock spirits
shtaahaa – wow!
zgime’ig – mosquitoes
zhaagnaashag – white people
ziiwaagmide – maple syrup
zinaakobiiganan – petroglyphs
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CHAPTER 1

THE FIELD TRIP

All staff, students, and teachers
of the indigenous students
association report to the bus for
the field trip to the petroglyphs.

Look who
doesn’t have
any friends to
go with her.

Aimée’s not
alone. She
says she’s
they/them.

How’s
that work
anyway?

Zhaagnaashag . . .

Did she
forget she
was born
a girl?

!

ha

Ha
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I don’t care what
we get. We get to
skip school and
get away from all
the zhaagnaashag.

I hope they
packed chips
in our lunches
again.

THEY SLIP
THEIR WAY OUT
OF THE CANTEEN
AND DRAW THEIR
BLASTER.

THE SNOWFALL
MAKES IT
HARD TO SEE
WHERE THEY
ESCAPE TO.
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We’re here!
Please put
away all your
devices!

Finally!
Feels good
to stretch!

Would’ve felt
faster if I had
brought my
phone like Aimée.

Ugh.
I was so close
to finding the
target . . .

Found them!
Just gotta
be smart with
this attack.
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Aambe!
Come on,
Aimée!
Put
your
phone
away!

Just
a
sec!

You’ll always
have your phone.
You won’t always
be young enough for
this ceremony.

but i won’t
ever be on this
mission again!

boozhoo.
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We know Paayehnsag—
which are also called water
spirits, rock spirits, or little
people—like offerings of
copper and mnoomin by
zinaakobiiganan.
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that copper
is so jagged.
what can they
use that for?

Paayehnsag
have all the tools
and knowledge they
need to melt and shape
mskwaabik.

haha!

haha!

they even
have engineers
with mechanical
skills.
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that
sounds
cool!

right?

Arrrgh! I sound
like a kid believing
in those stories.
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only youth
are trusted by
Paayehnsag.
so you’ll
make offerings
on your own.

look out
for one
another!
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CHAPTER 2

DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE

CON NO
NEC
TIO
N

weird . . .
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have you
perhaps died?

uhhH . . .

am i dead?
my connection is . . .

not dead?
then you’re not
my problem, girl.

i wish everyone
would stop
calling me a girl.

what am i
supposed to
call you then?
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